HONORS GRADUATES

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Michelle Christine Craig
Gretchen McCaleb Greer
Jessica Rose Hart
Jerra Nicole Haynes
Natasha Kamelia Iranzad
Michael James Lundie
Jessica Rosa Maxey
Marissa Elana Ocampo
Mackenzie Maxine Salenger
Jessica Lee-Agnes Schauwecker
Vanessa Rae Stevens
Shirin Tavakoli

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Zhongyuan Chen
Kimberley Jane Gardner
Carolyn Marie Henkel
Matthew Nicola Rispoli
Cristina Louise Sanders
Gregory Robert Toth

CUM LAUDE
Santosh Adhikari
Larry C. Anthony
Krystal Brook Hallums
Caroline Hayman
Benjamin Stuart Niere
Simon Eliyah Raad
Denisa Smolenova
Yu Wang

HONORS IN THE LIBERAL ARTS
Michelle Christine Craig
Michael James Lundie
Jessica Rosa Maxey
Deena Gene Provance
Matthew Nicola Rispoli
Cristina Louise Sanders
Jessica Lee-Agnes Schauwecker
Gregory Robert Toth

WITH DEPARTMENTAL DISTINCTION

ENGLISH
Jessica Lee-Agnes Schauwecker
Philosophy
Michael James Lundie

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Shirin Tavakoli
Physics
Santosh Adhikari
Matthew Nicola Rispoli
In Meadows School of the Arts

Summa Cum Laude
Kate Marie Gardner
Richard Charlton Roberts IV

Magna Cum Laude
Tina Marie Crisman
Alaina Paige McLemore

Honors in the Liberal Arts
Richard Charlton Roberts IV
Raven Alexandra Sanders

With Departmental Distinction
Advertising
Christine Leigh Parrott

In Edwin L. Cox School of Business

Summa Cum Laude
Anthony Robert Cangelosi
Minya Dai

Magna Cum Laude
Zhongyuan Chen
Ayla Irene Gill

Cum Laude
Alexa Nicole Brennan
Catalina Garza Segovia

Honors in the Liberal Arts
Danielle Lynne Robertson
Caroline Ann Wright

Honors in Business
Misti Lynn Compton
Hannah Marie Elsaddi

In Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering

Summa Cum Laude
Cecelia Ann Cobb
Jessica Rosa Maxey
Matthew Nicola Rispoli

Magna Cum Laude
Benjamin Stuart Niere
Raven Alexandra Sanders

Cum Laude
Richard Charlton Roberts IV
Corbin Scot Swagerty

Honors in the Liberal Arts
Cecelia Ann Cobb
Jessica Rosa Maxey
Matthew Nicola Rispoli

Honors in Business
Misti Lynn Compton
Hannah Marie Elsaddi

In Dedman School of Law

Cum Laude
Somer Hayes
Reasha Christine Hedke
Alison Ryan Hollender

Cum Laude
Chris Tapiwa Machaka
Karl Huy Ninh
John Rafferty

In Perkins School of Theology

Summa Cum Laude
Rachel M. Kincannon
Jennifer Elizabeth Toy

Magna Cum Laude
Sonya Edwards Shahn

Cum Laude
Jonathan Ingalls Kouba
Adam Christopher Young

Cum Laude
Peter Sy Pham
Patrick Sherrill